One quibble might be permitted: the book's title. Another with the same name, produced in the recent past by the same publishers but with different editors and contributors, already exists. Confusion may arise, even though the title on the hard cover of the present volume is spelt American style. J -7099-1455 -5 London: Croom Helm 1985 First, the good news. This third edition of an established and necessary book is complete, well organized, readable and sensible. It is well-produced and an excellent basis for discussion whether in practices or in any educational group. Next, the not-so-good news, and I do not mean misprints such as the RCGP's telephone number! I sense some effort in preparation which becomes matched by a sense of effort in the reader; it is all so.logical, so balanced, so complete that somehow our frailty and humanity get ignored. I was drawn to the (new to this edition) chapter on The Practice Nurse, which is oddly placed in 'Part Three -Buildings', and is in content rather perfunctory and unimaginative. There is no mention, for example, oflocally organized training for such nurses. This point drew my attention to the main defect, in my view: Running a Practice appears to undervalue the teaching and training responsibilities (and opportunities) of established general practitioners. Yes, there is mention of GP trainers (approval of, payment of) and trainees (out-of-hours duties, specimen time-table, salary, etc.), but the book somehow misses the point that involvement in teaching and training (whether of doctors, nurses, ancillary staff or social workers) sharpens up the whole activity of a practice; questioning by intelligent learners has to be the best way for practising doctors to keep up-to-date, to audit their performance (clinical and otherwise) and to retain human and caring qualities amongst all the efficiency which this book rightly commends and helps us to attain.
D G WILSON

President RSM Section of General Practice
Tics and Related Disorders A J Lees pp 276 £30 ISBN G-443-02677-7 Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone 1985 'Involuntary' movements have fascinated physicians for centuries. In this book Dr Lees has written a vivid historical review ranging from the ignorance of the middle-ages, through the uncertainties of the last century, to the ultra-sophistication of today's investigative procedures.
Looking at the problems overall, full illumination still escapes us, and specific therapy is even more elusive, though changes in dopamine concentrations come into almost every chapter. Clearly, a great interest in the Gilles de la Tourette Syndrome stimulated the work, and this, together with the alltoo-prevalent drug-induced dyskinesiaa occupy twothirds of the book. It is an absorbingly interesting account throughout, covering such a wide variety of movement disorders ranging from the very rare to the commonplace that to someone, such as myself, who makes no claims to have made a particular study of this branch of neurology every page is a mine of in for-mation. Indeed I look forward to the glazed look in the eyes of many of my neurological colleagues when I can now talk authoritatively on subjects such as miryachit, the Latah reaction, klazomania, the Jumping Frenchmen of Maine, and Witty Ticcy Ray. It would be hard to find a better review, and there is an excellent bibliography.
Criticisms are mainly verbal quibbles. Always having hated 'migraineurs', 'ticquers' seems to me to be worse, but clearly hallowed by history. Spelling errors slip through (raticular, inflammed). Colloquialisms such as 'plateaux' used as a verb, or 'lesioning' (something stereotacticians do) make me feel a little unwell, but these aside I enjoyed the book greatly and thoroughly recommend it, particularly to neurologists and psychiatrists. In essence, the book records the epic struggles between clinical 'needs' and institutional 'resistance' which persist to the present day. The pages are filled with financial, political, professional and national obstacles which have had to be overcome by a dogged medical faith that the hospital was responding to necessities of patient care. The massive upheavals caused by two world wars have been much less threatening to the continued existence of St Mark's than professional jealousies, and now that 'specialization' has been reluctantly accepted by the Royal Colleges and the universities, physical amalgamation (into a larger body -in this case St Bartholomew's Hospital) is the most imminent threat to this unique hospital.
E R BICKERSTAFF
The book is a testimony to the power that the support of the wider public can provide when allied to the philanthropic interest of powerful layfolk. Salmon began his hospital against the wishes of the medical establishment and with the help of the Lord Mayor of London, and so it has continued to this day. The scientific programmes of research at the hospital have been underpinned by powerful benefactors, of whom Sir Charles Clore is one of the most recent. But above all, the hospital and its staff have been able to define their role clearly, and to pursue it undeviatingly: the result has been magnificent for the relief of suffering and is acknowledged both nationally and internationally.
For those who are interested to discover where medical needs can lead if they are directed purposefully, Miss Granshaw has written a minor masterpiece. If a map is needed for the future, this is where the routes can be found. It is a heartening narrative of survival and progress. It is a fitting monument to the development of specialized surgery by small institutions in a metropolitan environment.
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